GOODBYE,

HELLO,

For ski-resort fun
without the crowds, pony
up to a winter respite
at a working ranch
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ike tomatoes and sweet corn, cattle ranching ripens in
summer, when cowboys and cowgirls spend long, hot
days galloping between pastures on horseback counting
and herding cows before shipping them to market. But
ranchers work doesn t cease come winter
least of all in
the Rocky Mountains, where extreme weather demands
constant vigilance from the ranch hands who care for
land and livestock.
Nikki Morrow is one of those ranch hands. As stables manager at
Devil s Thumb Ranch Resort & Spa in Tabernash, Colo., she oversees
the year-round equestrian program on a 6,500-acre working ranch,
whose occupants include approximately 250 head of wagyu cattle.
Our work doesn t stop just because it s cold, windy or snowing.
In fact, we go twice as hard in the wintertime as we do in the
summertime, says Morrow, who spends colder months feeding
hungry animals bale upon bale of hay. Our horses don t care if it s
30 or 40 degrees below zero; they re waiting for their food.
When they re not feeding livestock, ranch hands in the winter >
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typically are removing snow, repairing
fences or conducting health checks.
And on some properties, winter
is calving season. Our calving
season starts in January, says Jennifer
O Donohue, brand and communications
director at Triple Creek Ranch in Darby,
Mont. We have about 250 cows that
will usually drop about 200 or so calves.
Taking care of those cows and calves is a
full-time job.
Although ranchers don t get winters
off, their burden is travelers benefit, as
these lands serve as superb backdrops
for seasonal getaways
now, more than
ever. With the COVID-19 pandemic still
raging, traditional winter retreats like
ski resorts might not sound as appealing
as they once did.
Ranches are very well positioned
for people who want to escape large
mountain towns and crowded ski
resorts where you have really big hotels
and a lot of commingling, explains
Brady Johnson, director of sales and
marketing at C Lazy U Ranch in Granby,
Colo. He says ranches are ideal for
social distancing because they re
typically small, remote, self-contained
and designed around outdoor activities
in wide-open spaces. Plus, many guest
ranches have made operational changes
reducing capacity limits, for example,
and offering private instead of group
activities
to mitigate coronavirus risks
even further.
Even without COVID, a lot of people
just don t want to deal anymore with
the hustle and bustle of ski resorts,
Johnson continues. Ranches are easy.
You don t have to make reservations
and book activities and rent a bunch of
gear. You just show up.
What you find when you show up
might surprise you. Instead of manure
and manual labor, modern-day guest
ranches offer unique experiences that
marry personal service and opulent
amenities with rustic recreation and
authentic agrarianism. In wintertime,
especially, the result is a vacation that
feels familiar enough to be comfortable
but novel enough to be exciting. Case
in point: The following guest ranches,
each of which will have you dreaming of
stables this winter instead of ski lodges:
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BLUE SKY RANCH

BRUSH CREEK RANCH

C LAZY U RANCH

L

DEVIL S THUMB RANCH RESORT & SPA
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THE RESORT AT PAWS UP

TRIPLE CREEK RANCH
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